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Skyrocket critical and creative thinking in your
classroom with carefully crafted questions. Transform your classroom through questions designed
to develop the many facets of students’ higher-level
thinking skills. In this SmartCard, you will find a
guide to enhancing classroom questions, over one
hundred questions to develop 36 types of thinking,
and exciting ideas and activities for using questions
in the classroom.

As we ask questions of our students and have them
the develop
their own questions, we stretch
ch their thinking skills if we ask
Fat Questions, Low-Consensus
sus Questions and True Questions.
Skinny
kinny questio
questions prompt skinny
inny answers su
such as a simple yes or no. Skinny
questions do not stretch students’
udents’ thinkin
thinking skills. Fat questions, on the other
and, promote
pro
ted responses. Because language and thought are inhand,
elaborated
timately intertwined, questions that
tha require students to fully articulate their
thoug
thoughts sharpen higher-orde
higher-order thinking skills. We can fatten up skinny questi
or multiple ide
tions by asking for
ideas or solutions (What are some ways…?). Other
ys to make question
easy ways
questions fat are to add “Why or why not?” or “Explain” or
be” or “Defend your
yo position” to
o the
th end of a question. These additions
“Describe”
certa
require students to wr
wrestle with uncertainties,
make connections and create
meaning. Fat questions
ques
develop both depth of thought and range of thought.
Fat questions dev
cets of students’
studen thinking skills.
develop many facets
A high-c
high-consensus question is one to which most people would ggive the same
po
low-consensu question there
response,
usually a right or wrong answer. For a low-consensus
ong answer. There
Th may bee many possible solutions
s
is no right or wrong
or multiple
perspectives. Each person fo
formulates his or her unique response. With highwh to think. Low-consensus
consensus questions we strive to direct students what
estions promote bo
nd creative thin
questions
both critical and
thinking. With low-consensus
uestions we strive to develop students’
dents’ ability tto think.
questions
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The way we work and live todayy is much differen
different th
than in thee recent
past. Increasingly we are an
information-based,
n information-based
mation-based high-tech
ch society.
society
asing at a mind
min
ng speed. We
Our knowledge base is increasing
mind-boggling
llennium
nium marked b
by enormous changes:
hanges: New
are entering a new millennium
nventions,
ions, new tech
bs. Ma
Many
discoveries, new inventions,
technologies, new jobs.
of our students will be employed in positions we can only dim
dimly
w do we best prepare
prepar our students for this uncertain
imagine. How
which th
future – a future in whic
the only constant will be change? In
rmation explosion,
explosion information becomes obsolete while
le
an information
thinkingg skills becom
become more and more prized. Developing our
ritical and ccreative thinking skills prepares them
m for the
students’ critical
apaci to analyse, apply, associate, evaluate, experiapacit
xperifuture. The capacity
ence,
ment, make decisions, predict, prioritise, problem solve, sequence,
lls
substitute and synthesise are indispensable skills. Thinking skills
are a gift for a lifetime!

Questions Develop Thinking Skills
Research reveals as teachers we ask hundreds of questions every
day. Questions are one of the best strategies we have to develop
students’ thinking skills. However, the overwhelming majority of
questions teachers ask stimulate lower-level thinking skills. This is
unfortunate. By focusing mainly on knowledge, comprehension,
memorisation and understanding questions, we are missing a
wonderful opportunity to foster the full development of students’
thinking skills. In our classrooms, we can include higher-order
critical and creative questions to develop the full range of students’
thinking skills. On the inside of this SmartCard you will ﬁnd over
100 questions to engage at least 36 types of thinking to integrate
into your daily lessons.

Review q
questions
ue
askk students to regu
regurgitate previously stated or learned infor
he ones we usually
usual ﬁnd at the end of a text chapter or unit.
formation. They’re the
We know the answerr to a review qu
question and are checking to see if students do
too
too. True questions,, on the oth
other hand, are meaningful questions – questions
o not know the answer. True questions are often an invitation to
to which we do
r, speculate
speculat and engage in a questioning process. True questions are
think, ponder,
presentative of real life: with true questions we struggle with ambiguity,
more representative
unding variables
variabl and uncertain outcomes. We can use true questions to
confounding
ake our curriculum
curr
make
more personally meaningful, to promote investigation,
and awaken stu
students’ sense of awe and wonderment in what we teach.

The Path to Higher-Level Thinking
Mastery

Thinking Skills

Skinny

Fat

• Short Answer
• Shallow Thinking

• Elaborated Answer
• Deep Thinking

High-Consensus

Low-Consensus

• Right or Wrong Answer
• “What” to Think

• No Single Correct Answer
• “How” to Think

Review

True

• Asker Knows Answer
• Checking for Correctness

• Asker Doesn’t Know Answer
• Invitation to Think

